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                           ABsrRAcr

    This paper describes. how a computer can understand
three.-dimensional motions of blocks. Input is a sequence of
line drawings of rigid trihedral blocks projected orthogonally
on an image plane. The block can show complex coincidental
motions such that a block rotatesiaround a joint attached on one
side of another moving block. .
    At fitst, a labeling $cheme and an object--to-ebject matching
method are applied to the image sequence to seginent, the images
into individual blocks and find correspondences of their
vertices betweenL frames. A tranSition table of junction labels
and contextural information are used to analyze structural
changes of the line drawings.
    Secondly, the shape rigidness property of three vertices on
a block is used to evaluate geometrical parameterss such as
orientatibns and edge lengths, then their interframe rotational
movements.are determined.
    In order to analyze coincidental motions, the computer finds
a main body in a jointly moving group such that motions of the
other objects viewed from it.can be simply represented, and
constructs hierarchical scene representations.
    Finally, consistent preperties of the translational
movements through multiple frames are found by a
hypothesiS-and-test method, and the system segments the image
sequence into several parts which.are described with different
consistent properties.
    Thus, the dynainic scene is segrnented into the simple and
natural representation similar to what a human would perceive
from the given input.
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                        1. INTRODUCTlON

1.1 RESEARCH 'OF CaMPUrER VISIe"
    Computer vision whieh.reconstruets three-dimensional scene
descriptions from two--dimensional pictures has been extensively
studied since the classical paper by Roberts [Roberts-6is] was
published. Real world scenes, however, can be extremely
complex, then many people have focused their efforts on
interpretations of line drawings of the bloeks world, a
mini-world composed of opaque polyhedra, to find general
principles of the scene.understanding; for example, heuristics
for decomposing scenes into solids [Guzman-6s], assigning
meanings to lines and junctions [Huffman-7i and Clowes-7i],
utilization of constraints to understand complex scenes with
shadows [Waltz-7s]', and analysis in dual spaces [Mackworth.7i
and Huffman-77].
    Now, to cope withLreal seenes, many researchers have been
studying how physical constraints can help the computer to
determine 3-D properties bf scene from 2-D imagery. For exa]np}e,
"Shape from Shading" [Hbrn-7s, Ikeuchi-si etc] Which obtains a
surface gradient of each point bylusing relations among light
intensities on an image plane, light directions and the
reflectance on objects,
"Texture Gradient" [Witkin-si etc] which also obtains the
surface gradient of each small area by examining how each
pattern on the object• can be deformed by observing from a
certain View point when the object has homogeneous patterns
(texture) on its surfaee,
"Surface Contour" [Barrow.-Hi etc] which tries to interpret line
drawings as three-dimentional surfaces, based on.constraints on
locals surface orientatiOn along extremal and discontinuity
boundaries,
"Structure from motion" [Ullman-7g] which interprets dynamic
images as motionS of rigid objects and reconstructs, their
three-dimensional structure from multiple images,
and so on,.

    Appling each method, we can obtain the 3-D properties of a
local• area from 2eD imagery, such:as the 3-D coordinates of a
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point, the edge, direction, surface gradient and so on. The
results of these analysis are called "needZe map" by Horn,
"int?insia images" by Tenenbaum and f`2--1/2 sketeh" by Marr
[Marr-7s]. The results, however, have not been integrated to a
3-D model of object, Which is often called "ob"'eet-eenterd
modet" by Marr and, for example, it can be instanciated by
"GeneraZiged egZindeps" [Agin-76]. This problem is too difficult
and inherently copcerns on the matter how we can recognize an
object in a 3-D world from a retinal image. Particularly, in the
case of "Str.uctxre from Motio'n" which deals with time-varying
images, the computer needs not only to reconstruct the 3-D model
of objects but alSo to integrate the spatial properties, such as
positions and orientationS of objects in every frame, into their
motion representation. Few systems, however, have dealt with
the latter problem.
    In this paper we propose a new method by which a computer
understands 3--D motions from time-varying't images.

1.2 AAfALYSIS OF rrME-VARY7"e t"AGES
    We, human beings, can easily recognize the 3-D world
surrounding us through our eyes. It seems that we proeess a
large amount of information from our retinal images which are
dynamically changed •by movements ef objects and/or our eyes,
rather than froin a static image like a picture. Then, in recent
years, many peop,le have directed their attention to a new field
of the computer vision, the analysis of time-varying images
[Martin-7s, Nagel--7s]. Most of them, however, involve with
problems of interpreting changes in the image sequences :as
two-dimensional moveillents; for exa"tple,.movement detection and
segmentation [Jain-7g, Thompson-so ete], tracking •of
particle-like object•s [Greaves.7s, Yachida-7s etc] or polygons
[Aggarwal-7s], and analys-is of dynamic behavior of heart: walls
[Kaneko-7:s, Yaehida-so etc].
    An important theoretical basis for computer understanding,of
three-diinensional motions was given by Ullman [Ullman-7g] who
has studied the problem from a rather different direction,
understanding of psychological evidences. Applying his
"strueture from motion theorem" or similar mathematical theories
[Roach-so, Meiri.so], we can construct coMputer programs which
reconstruct three-dimensional geometry of each object in the
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seenet with [Nagel.si, Webb-si] or.,without a constraint of motion
[Ullman-7g, Asada-so] from the image sequence under an
assumptiop that the corresponding points between frames are
given. However, it does not mean that the computer understands
the threeedimensional motions. Although this scheme gives us
information on the interframe ehanges of the location and
orientatibn of each object, the computer cannot interpret the
changes •into a motion descriptiop similar to what a human would
pereieve given the image sequence to one eye.
    Another important but unsolved problem is•to establish the
correspondences of points between frames. As objects mOve and
rotate in the three-dimensional world, their surfaces, edges,
and vertices appear or disappear from frame to frame. Finding
general solutionS to determine the correspondences in the
time-varying real world scenes is too difficult. We, therefore,
and because of the knowledge accumulated in the research on the
static scene analysis, choose scenes of the time--varying blocks
world to study both this correspondence problem and the
above--mentioned motian representation problem.
    Roach and Aggarwal [Roach-7g] developed a system which
finds, tracks, and represents linear motions of convex polyhedra
through a series of images. Their emphasis was laid on traeking
of each block in raw image data by a hierarchical matching
process, and the System does not accept the rotational movements
which give us more information than the translational ones.

1.3 6eALS OF OUR SrSrE"
    We have studied, from a r.ather theoretical point of view,
how a computer, given the sequence of two-dimensional images of
scenes as input, can understand general raotions composed of both
translatibns and rotationS of the blocks. In the mini-world the
                                                           '
blocks show complex coincidental Motions such that a block can
rotate around a joint attached on one side of.another moving
b1ock.
    To achieve the goal, we use two assumptions as cues for the
analysis. One is the rigidity of each object (or part) by which
the computer can discoveri.corresponding parts between dynamic
line images and can reconstruct the 3-D geometry of each object,
and the other is the cons•istency of motion and the relatiion
between moving objects by which the system can understand

                                    UNDERSTANDING OF 3D MOTIONS
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complex coincidental motions. It is reasonablele for a computer
to use these assumtionS in order to analyze the time-varying
images since we seem to utilize them very often to understand
the 3-D world.
    The following problems have been studied by using these
assumptions.
(1) Analysis of changes of the line drawing between fraines and
finding the correspondence of each vertex.
(2) A method for evaluating 3-D,geometry of each block and its
interframe rotatiOnal movements. "
(3) Hieratchieal representation of the coincidental motions.
(4) Finding and representation of consistent properties of the
movements,'through multiple frames.

UNDgRSTANDrNG OF• 3D 'MOTIONS
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        2. ANALYSgS OF IMAGE iSEQUENCE'OF TRIHEDRAL WORLD
          '
2.1 t"PUr"IMAGES
    In order to focus on the funderinental problem of the motion
understanding, we study scenes satisfying the following
restrictiens. Input is a sequence of noise free 1:ine drawings of
rigid trihedral blocks projected brthogonally on an image plane.
The line drawings are generated by computer, and each vertex is
represented as a point in a 256 by 256 image array. It is
assumed that time interval between frames is short enough that
only small changes can occur.•The block's motions are general;
they consist of both ttanslations and rotations. Some bloeks
might. show complex coincidental motions. Fig.2.1 displays an
example in which two small bloeks.rotate in different directions
around jo•ints attatched on both sides of another moving block.

2.2 MOrleN U"DERSrAAfD1NG
    Now let us consider how we can analyze and represent such
complex motions. If the correspondences of vertices between
frames are determined, we ean reeonstruct 3-D geometry of each
block and evaluate its interframe movements. Therefore we can                                                        '
describe the motion with a sequence of these interframe
movements; This type of deseriptions, however, are not useful
for the cbmplex motions. Suppose,that a Computer,vision system
sees a man walking and describes the motion of his hands in this
manner. Since the motion is measured and described in the
camera's coordinate system, the representation is complex.and it
gives us little ihformation. •We, human beings, describe the
rnotian in a compact yet informative form such•that a walking man
swings his hands. In this case, neither the global nor viewer's
coordinate systems are used, and a coordinate system fixed to a
moving object: is adopted instead.iWe will apply this type of
representaion, to our problem. Note that the representation is
meaningfu•1 when we obtain also a good representaion of the
motion of the Coordina•te system. In other words, we need not
only the finding Of a suitable coordinate system for a simple
representaion of the object's motion but also the good
representation of.the motion of another object to which the
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Fig•2•1 Input image sequence.

 OBJECT 1 (the largest ,block) is moving rightward and turning
 about a vertical axis through its top and bottom faces, and
 OBJECT 2 and OBJECT- 3 revolve up and down around horizontal axes
 attached on the both sides of OBJECT 1.
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coordinate system is .fixed.
    In this paper, we consider the simplieity of the motion
representation as follows. If.the properties of the motion are
constant in a eonsiderably long period, iTt can be described in a
small nunber of terms. Therefore, the constancy of the two
components of the motion, La translation and a rotation, is
highly desirable for the Simple representation. We seleet two
measures for evaluating the goodness of the representation;
invarience of the translational vector and the orientation of
the rotation veetor; We w'ill show the invarience of the
orientatiOn is very useful for finding the suitable coordinate
system. The eonstancy of the translation is used.to findia good
representation ofimovements determined by three views.
    If a group of, objects show a coincidental joint motion such
that a block iS rotating around an axis fixed to another
translatikg and rotatig bloek, the motion of the former is more
eomplex than' that of the latter. In such a case, the latter,
detectable as of a simpler motion whose rotation vector does not
change in its orientation, is considerd as the main body of the
group. We ca'n find a good motion representation of the main
body such that itS translation is.also simple. The other objeets
are likelY to,be the subparts,of the group, if their motions
described, in the coordinate system fixed to the main body are
simpler than those in the viewer's coordinate system. Thus, the
coincidental motion is described in a hierarchical formy which
is similar as'the motion description by human beings.

2.3 AAfALrSIS Aua REPRESE"rArl'e" OF DY"ASflC BLOCKS• WORLO
    The tirst phase. of our dynamic scene analysis is to
deterinine•. aL structural model, a set of inodels of individual
blocks in'each frame, from the image sequence; the analyzer
segments every input frame•into objects and establishes their
correspondences. The junction labeling scheme such as Huffman's
[Huffinan.7i] is very effective for static scene analysis. For
applying it to the dynamic scene, we need to overcome the
difficult•ies as follows: (1) appearance and disapperanee of •the
junctions, (2} transition of the label of each vertex, and (3)
non-trihedral junctionS resulting from the accidental
alignments. InveStigating how the labels change as the block
rotates, we intrOduce a •transition table of the junction lables

                                     UNDeRSTANDING O? 3D MOTIONS
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for interpreting the dynamic blocks world. The changes in the
structure of the line drawings are analyzed by utilizing the
transition table and the eontextural information obtained from
the models of individual blOcks in the consecut•ive frames. We
use an object-to-object matehing method to establish the
correspondence of each junction in the image sequence, and
assign meanings to the changes.
    In the second phase, we evaluate the geometrical ,parameters
of the models, such as orientations and edge lengths of the
blocks, from• the image.sequence by utilizing the shape
rigidness. an important eue for movement analysis. Strueture
from 'motion theorijm by U•11man [Ullman-7g] uses four points in
three frames to determine the displacements of these points.
His method, however, has the following drawbacks: (1) the
verification of the rigidness of four points is necessary, (2)
it is difficult tO determine which of two solutions is true and
which. reflective, and <3) the displacetnents evaluated by this
method would have large errors.
    The model of each object obtained by the first phase is very
useful tO eliminate the drawbacks. The shape rigidness of any
three points on a block is obvious. Referring to the label (+
or -) of an edge, the sYstem can select the real solutiOn from
the two candidates. Since the images are orthogonal projections
of the gcene, any information on the distance from the image
plane is not available. We can, however, determine the distance
from a vertex to another vertex on a same object, by utilizing
the shape rigidness property. The distanee obtained from three
vertiees 'in three views by our method is more accurate than
Ullman's because the vertices are much more aparted. Moreover,
distance data obtained from many triplets of frames containing
four vertices are integrated to make the solution mor.e reliable;
unreliable data are discarded and reliable ones are averaged.
From 'these 3--D data, we ean determine the rotational components
of the interframe movements of each object.
    The final stage is to find a simple and natural
representaion,of the motions of the blocks through the image
sequence. Since .some objects may move in a group showing
coincidental motion, we search the scene for objects of which
motions are,simple, that is. their rotational vectors do not
change in•:the orientationS; these objects may be the main body

                                     UNDERSTANDING Og 3D 'MOTTONS
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of the group. Next+, a hypothesis that another block showing a
complex rotational movement is a subpart of the group .moving
with the main body is proposed, •then it is verified if its
relatiye motion (rotation) tQ the main body is simple.
    Finally, the Computer tries to descr•ibe the translational
movements. of the objects; at first the description of the main
body and then that of other parts viewed from the main body. In
the description 'of the interframe movement,. the orientation of
the rotat•ional aXis and the rotational angle are uniquely
determined. On the contrary, the translation cannot be uniquely
determined but depends on the position of the rotational axis.
That is, we can set the rotatiOnal axis at a certain place so
that the translation can have•the consistent property through
multiple frames, such as a eonstant velocity, a constaRt
accelerat•ion and so on. We pr'epare computer programs to examine
these consistent properties and apply them to the motion of the
object. If one of them is satisfied in many frames, then its
motion is described by that prOperty. Otherwise, those frames
are interpreted that the taovement''of the ObJ'ect abruptly ehanged
then.,

    Thus, in order to understand the 3-D motionS, the cornputer
represents them w•ith the Simple and natural descr•iptions similar
to what a human would percieve.

UNDERSTANDING OE 3D
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 3. STRUCTURAt ANALYSIS OF LINE IMAGES OF DYNAMIC,BLOCKS WORLD

3.1 JUllCrlO" 'LABELi"6'OF Dr"/YIIIC SeE"E
    In this chapter, we discuss a method for constructing models
of moving individual objects by exaiilining line semantics and
utilizing contextUral information between consecutive frames.
The wel1.known line labeling methods, proposed and developed by
Huffman [Huffman.7i], Clwes [Clwes.-7i] and Waltz [Waltz-7ts], are
successfully applied to the static blocks world. Following
Huffman's,scheme, we design an analyzer of the line images of
the timervarying blocks world, because his algorithm is simple
and easy to be programed yet it is capable of assigning meanings
to lines and junctions in most static images.
    For the analysis of the dynamic blocks world, we need,
however, to auguinent the analyzer's ability because of the
following difficulties. (1) Huffman's method assumes that the
viewer is in a general position, therefore it does not accept
images of non-trihedral.vertices resulting from the. accidental
alignments. These typeS of ju'nctions, however, frequently
appear in our images as objects move and rotate in the
three-dimensional world. (2) Our scene model should represent
the interframe movements of individual objects, therefore we
need to find the correspondence of each vertex between the
frames. It is very difficult to establish the correspondence,
because the change in the image structure often occurs; labels
of junctions change, and some junctions appear or disappear frolli
frame to frame.
    Labels of lines used in this paper are same as those used by
Huffman; symbols of +, - and an arrow indicate that the attached
line is a convex,' concave and occluding edge, respectively.
Huffman's, 18 types of junctions (six Ls, five FORKs, three
ARROWs, and four Ts) and additional four types of junctions
(four special ARROWs described in later) are defined as legal.
Junctions resulting from the accidental alignments are defined
as illegal and are named N (Non-trihedral) type. ,
    Each line drawing in the image sequence is independently
labeled and, if possible, it is segmented into objects. The
process of the labeling and segmentation of the line drawing is
as follows. At first, the exteriOr boundary of the line image

                                     UNDeRSTANDING OF 3D MOTIONS
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is labeled with a clock wise sequence of arrows. Next, the
constraints of the labeling are propagated to the adjacent
junctions; Each branch of the propagation is suspended when it
arrives at an N junction with more than three legs or when the
assignment of any legal label to a line is not possible because
of illegal ARROWs, FORKs, or Ts explained in later. Areas
surrounded by a clockwise sequence of occluding edges are
extracted from the images,as objeets, if all junctions in them
are interpreted as legal.

3.2 "ArC"/"G 'eBJECrS BErWEE" 'FRnvES
    We use an object-to-object matching method to establish the
correspondences of the vertices between frames. Starting with a
frame in which the image is segmented and their models are
constructed, the matching of the object propagates to both
directionS in the image sequence. We ut'ilize a seareh tree
method, a similar method as the labeling which utilizes the
external constraints for pruning, for matching each model to the

adjacent images. .
    The basic assumption that only small changes can occur
between two consecutive frames gives useful constraints. Eaeh
vertex in the inodel is allowed to move in.a small neighborhood
in the matched image or to disappear. As a result, the Matched
image has only a small number of candidates for each of the
mode}'s Vertices. A more,strict constraint is obtained when the
labeling scheme was able to segment the matched irnage into
objects, because it is easy to'find which object is matehed to
an object in the model from the distance and/or size
information.
    Althogh these neighboring constraints are useful, they
cannot deal with the changes in structureS of the line iinages.
The following sections in this chapter discuss how these
structural changes occur as objects move in the scene, and shows
the external constraints or rules obtained by the analysis are
useful for pruning of the search tree and finding of the true
correspondences.

3.3 LABEL.."C"A"eES BY ROrArtO" OF SI"GLE aBJECr
    At first, we.investigate• how junction labels ean vary as an
isolated Object moves, and arrange the rules on the label
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transitions into, a table. Reffering to this transition table,
the analyzer can find.correspondences of the junctions between
the consecutive frames. Since the transitions of junction labels
of the isolated object can be caused only by its rotational
movements, we investigate whether one junetion label can be
changed to the other and what type of rotatiOn causes it.
Fig.3.1 demonstrates the transitions of a FORK with each line
1abeled with a + symbol.
    Fig.3.2 summarizes the transitions of• juctions. Junctions
appearing' as projections of vertices of a same type is shewn in
each row (the type number tells how many octants of space around
the vertex are filled with solid material). The junctions can
transit each other in a same row 'however.the rotation of the                                '
isolated bbject does not cause the transition to any member of a
different type. The original junctions, projected images of
vertices with three visible surfaces are shown in the left                                        '
side. As the object rotates, the Original junetion transits to
another member with one or two occluding edges, and the direct
transition from the member to an obscurred state •is possible; it
disappears if the object rotates further to a certain direetion.
The right column shows junctions which appear in the trasition
processes. Their: shapes, are same as those of Ts, but they
corresponds to real vertices and,.hence, we discriminate these
junctions as special ARROWs from the Ts when we match a model
object to the consecutive frame.
    Now let us study in more deta•il the transition rules, which
will be used in the matching process. By analyzing the label
transitions, we can find constraints of a change in a line label
of a junction to ehanges,of the other lines. Fig.3.3 (a)
illustrates an example of.rules: if the symbol of a line of a
type 1 ARROW transits from + to an inward arrow, then another
line with an inward arrow must diSappear and the other line does
not change. The transition of a + symbol of a type 3 ARROW to an
inward arrow allows three types of changes shown in Fig.3.3 (b).
We e'xamine such:rules for all possible transitions and arrange
them into a transition table in order for a computer to Utilize
them. Fig.3.4 shows the transition rules for the all types
vertices.
    Next, we showE'how these rules are:applied to find the
correspondences of vertices between frames by a simple example;
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matching of a model (Fig.3.5 (a)) to a line image (Fig.3;5(b)).
At firstj C in the model is matched to the junction 1, a
junction with same features as C and, then,. the matehing
operation propagates.in the line image. Judging the matching of
E as a fail because the junction to be rnatehed (junction 3) is
of a different tyPe, we backtrack and try to match C to ji nction
3. As a result, we find that there inust be changes in the
labeles of two edges, CD and CE, ef the model if the
correspondence of C with 3 is cerrect. From these changes, we
can predict changes of the adjacent junctions in the model by
referring to the transit•ion tables. If each label of the
matched image coincide with one of those predicted from the
model, then the matching is considered as successful. In this
case, CD is transitted to an upward arrow, then D is an L
junction and DF must disappear. Since CE is withi an arrow, E
must be one of three types shown in Fig.3.3 (b). Without any
difficulty, we can match these junetions of models to the image,
and the matching operation propagates until all junctions.:in the
models are either matched or interpreted as disappearing
vertices.
     This process of prediction and matching is useful to
interpret the unmatched parts as appearing or disappearing. For
example, when the analyzer tries to match A to 1, it searches
the transition table and finds that AB and AK are allowed to be
with +, and the two junctions are eonsidered as matched. From
this information, we predict K and B must have new occulding
edges and, if an uninatched part of the image (for example,
junction 10) connect with•these edges, assign a meaning to it
that it appeared between the two frames.

3.4 C"A"eES't" SrRUCrURES'OF LI"E IMAGES Ce"rAl"I"e'PLURAL
oBJEcrs
    Changes of the line images of the dynamic scene containing
plural objects are more complex. We first study the line drawing
without the N type junctions and, then, examine the difficulties
resulting from the accidental alignments in the next section.
    When an object occludes a portion of another obg'ect, T
junctions appear on the occluding edges o.f the object. The T
junctions give, thence, ,very important clues for finding and
analyzing the occlusion. The matching process of an object in
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the model to another image interprets sOme T-like junctions as
special ARROWs, otherwise the edges corresponding to the stems
of Ts are considered as occluded at the joints and, therfore, as
connecting to unmatehed portions, giving a similar
interpretation as that of disappearing edges discussed before.
    Another difficulty in analyzing the changes of the line
drawing is that the types of vertices change or appear to change
when objects are seen above or in front of other objects. It is
well known that a,simple scene as shown in Fig.3.6 (b) has two
interpretations; a cube floating above a block or an intergrated
objects with them (we consider the case that the cube rests on
the block is a special one of the former that the distance
between them is zero). Coinparing Fig.3.6 (a) with (b), one inay
consider that sOme vertices•change their types; for example, a
vertex B transits'from type l to type 5. Fortunately, the
contextural information between (a) and (b) gives true labels;
we can easily select one of two interpretations by the objectt to
object matching.. However, there exist exceptions (see Fig.3.6
(c)) that the labeling is unique but AB and BC are with a
different label from Fig.3.6 (a). Note.that the junction C in
Fig.3.6 <c) is an N type resulting from the accidental alignmeBt
to which a matching method discussed in later is applicable.

3.5 AAfALYStS AAfO I"rERPRErAriO" aF "O"-rRI"EnRAL VERrlCES
    Now tet us consider;the problem of analyzing line drawings
which contain illegal junctions resulting from the accidental
alignments. Since so many types•of N junctions are possible to
appear, we do not intend to construct a catalog, of theiB for
finding and interpreting the illega} junctions. Instead, we
utilize a com!non strategy for analyzing the dynamie scenes. The
strategy is that if a decision is not made with the current
scene, the uncertainty is carried forward in the hope that it
ean be resolved in the later scene [Roach-7g]. In other words,
we expect•there exist frames in the image sequence for each
object such that it is viewed from a general position and, thus,
the object's image is interpretable. Once the object is found,
the N junctions in the adjacent frame are interpreted by the
object--to•-object matchingÅ}. method.

    Befor applying the above idea, we need, however, to know
what type of accidental alignments can occur and how they
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interfere the line labeling. Waltz [Waltz-7s] elassified the
accidental alignments.into three types, one of which is excluded
from our case because we do not deal with'• scenes with shadows.
One type of the alignments, occuring when an edge between the
eye and a vertex appears to be part of the vertex, are
detectable, because the N-junction of this type are with more
than three legs as iIlustrated in Fig.3.7 (a). Since the edge
is visible as a line passing through the O'unctions, this type of
alignments and junctions are called E (Edge) 'type. Another
feature of an E type junction is.that the other legs lie in one
side of the line. The other type of alignments occur when a
vertex is closer to the eye than an edge which appears to-be but
is not part of the vertex. Since the vertex of the object is
visible in the image, this type is called V (Vertex) type. As
shown in Fig.3.7 (b), V type alignments generate not only the
above-mentioned extra line type junctions but also ARROWs, FORKs
and Ts. When the edge is aligned to an L junction, many types
of illegal ARROWs, FORKs and Ts are possible to appear. We ean
assign the legal labeling to some of the line drawing containing
it as Fig.3.6 (c), but many 1ine drawings with the V junctions
are interpreted as impossible seenes. Thus, we have two
indications of illegal junctions; the number of lines radiating
from each•.junction and the interpretatiOn as the impossible
scene. ,
    Finally, we consider a procedure for matching the model to
an N junction in the image. We f'irst test whether 'all N
junctions in the image have two features of E type; a staight
line throUgh the e'unction and legs lying in one side of the
line. Those having the features are regarded as E-like, and the
straight lines through the junctions are .matched to occluding
edges of the object models. Note that the other two legs may
correspond to an L or a partly obscurred ARROW or FORK. When a
model's junction, predicted from the constraints by the method
described before, is matched to an E-like junetion, the matching
is considered as successful (1) if the model's junction is an L
which we can match to the two legs, or (2) if the model's
junetion is an ARROW or a FORK of which two legs are matched to
the two legs of the E-1ike junction.
    When a junction is judged as V type, that is, an N with
three legs or one with extra legs but judged as.not E type, we
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match an L predicted from the model to a part of the V junction.
If the matching is in success, the other'leg is considedrd as a
stem of a T junct •i on.
    Thus, we can interpret the junct-ions resul'ted from- the
accidental alignments unless two Vertices are aligned. We ar' gue
that suchEalignments seldom occur; therefore we could skip the
frame and try to find the correspondences to the next frame.

3.e EXAMPLE OF SEG"E"rArlO" A"O MArCAtl"e
    This section shows an example of the juncitons labeling and
object matching in the dynamic scene. The results of applying
Huffman's scheme to images in Fig.2.1 (b), (d) and (e) are shown
in Fig.3.8 (a), (b} and (c), respeetivelyL Note that only (a)
is perfectly labeled but (b) and (c) have junctions with'• "?" of
which any unique and legal interpretation is not possible. For
example, N' and P' are N type junctions with extra lines and
legal labeling of WI' is not possible.
    UtiliZing the model of OBJECT,2 (the block at the right
side) in Fig.2.! (e), the analyzer tries to inatch the oiriginal
junction O. By using the neighboring constraints, we find two
candidates O' and W, and O' is selected first beeause it is also
a FORK. (If W is selected first, the matching of W fails at
finding a corresponding point to J.) When the analyzer matches
P in the model, P' is selected as only one candidate. Since P'
is V type, one of the four arms of P' must be a stem of T
junction. Then, the analyzer generates four candidates in each
of which one arm corresponds to a stem of T, and deletes those
cases which are not reasonable to the labels that are correctly
interpreted in labeling. Applying the transition rules to the
reasonabel cases, the analyzer selects a eorrect one which does
not contradict to the adjacent junctions.
    Fig.3;9 (a) shows the model of vertex P ( Fig.2.1 (c)) and
the four eandidates of the corresponding non-trihedral vertex p'
(Fig.2.1 <d) or Fig.3.8 (b)) are shown in Fig.3.9 (b),(e),(d)
and (e). (d) and (e) indicate the vertices (P'-O'K'F' and
P'-K'F'M'D whieh must not exist physically, and a stem of T in
(c) cannot exist there although the vertex P'--O'M'F' is able to
be as a FORK of Type 1. 0nly (b) indicates a reasonable one and
theretore non--trihedral vertex P' is decomposed into a line P'F'
(a stem Of T) and an ARROW (P'-M'O'K') to which the matching of
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P is successful. In the matching process of N, a junctioniat I'
appears as a FORK but it is a V type and is decomposed,into a
line I'D' and an L junction (I'-N'J'). Thus we can accomplish
the matching of all vertices on OBJECT 2.
    Fig.3.8 (c) is analyzd as follows. The labelingIis not
completed•i because there exist two illegal junctions at K" and
O", and a Iine S"R" was not given a unique label. The V type
junction at O" is decomposed into a line O"D" and a special
ARROW junction (O"-J"P"N") when a junction (O-JPN) in the model
is matched. When,the analyzer matches an ARROW junction at S in
the model to S?, it regards S" as a special ARROW with two
occluding•. edges and a convex edge.
    The matching is suecessful for the iinage sequence shown in
Fig.2.1, and the Movement and label change of each vertex on the
three detected objects are tracked. Table 1.1 shows how the
state of each junction has changed.

UNDERSTANDTNG OR- 3D MOTIONS
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OBJECT1.
FrameXJunction (A) (B) (c) (D) (E) (F) (G)

(a)' L A F A L A L
(b) * * * * * x *'
(c) * * * * * * *
(d) * * o s * m *
(e} * s * * * * *
(f) * •* * * * * *
(g) * * * x * * *
(h) * * F * $ * *

OBJECT2.
FrameXJllnction (H) (I) (J) (K) OI) (N) (o) (P)

(a) o L A L L A F A
(b) * * * * * -* * *
(c) * * * x * * * *
(d) * * * $ m = * *
(e) * o L * * L sA sA
(f) L * * A A * A F
(g) * * * = * * * *
(h) * * * * * Åë * s

OBJECT3,
Fra]neXJunction (Q) (R) (s) (U) (v)

(a) L F A L A
(b) * * * * *
(c) * * * t *
(d) o * * * *
(e) o sA sA * L
(f) * A F A *
(g) * * * * *
(h) * * * * *

*

A
sA
F

L

o

is

 :

 :

 :

 :

 :

same as the above junction label
ARROW junction
specia1 ARROW junction
FORK junction
L junction
occluded

Tab1e 3.1 States of each junction at every frame.
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             4. MEASUREMENT OF INTERFRAME MOVEMENTS

     In the previous chapter, we have analyzed the sequence of
line images and constructed' the qualitative models bf the
objects. Now we evaluate their 3-D parameters such as edge
lengths and orientations from the image sequenee, and determine
the 3-D movements in each time interval between frames. Sinee
the projection type of scene to image is orthogonal, the x and y
coordinates of the vertices are self-evident. This chapter
discusses how we can evaluate the z-coordinates of vertices on
an object, and ,determine the rotational eomponents .of the
interframe movements. The representation problein of the
translatiOnal components is discussed in the next chapteri.

4.1 RECO"SrRUCr/a" OF 3-O GEe"ErRY
    UIIman [Ullman-7g] has shown a method for reconstrueting a
3-D model,of eachrobject, a eollection of 3-D eoordinates of
points on it, at eaeh frame from an image sequence of a scene
containing tachistoscopic dots attached on moving objects. The
input images are the orthogonal projections of the scene,
therefore any information is not available on the object's
movements in depth. Utilizing his strsueture j'rom motion theoTy
, we can obtain the exact model (to within a reflection) from
four points in three views. If additional information such that
the points are on,a rigid body is' given, the numbers of the
points and/or views needed to determine the 3-D parameters
decrease. Roach and Aggarwal [Roach-so] and Meiri [Meiri-so]
have studied this problem for the sequence of images being the
central projections of the time-varying scene.
    This section presents anotherimethod •for evaluating the 3-D
parameters of the blocks from the image sequence of which the
projection type is orthogOnal. The advantages of our method over
Ullman's result from the utilization of knowledge about the
scene, the model of each block, which has been obtained by the
analysis described in the previous chapter. The evaluation of
the 3-D parameters is possible frem three points in three views,
because we know,which vertices are on a same object. Referring
to the label (+ or -) of an edge, we can decide which of two
so1utions,is real; which ref1ective.
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    Let us consider the transition frem non-eolinear three
points O,A,B in the first frame to those in the second frame as
shown in Fig.4.1. For siinplicity, the second iinage was shifted
in such a,. way that O does not move between the two frames. We
select O as the temporal origin of the coordinate system and
allign the z-axis with the optical axis of the camera. Let Zj(i)
be the z-coordinate of the point j in the i-th frame. Next three
equations are derived for four unknown variables
(ZA(1),ZB(1),ZA(2) and ZB<2))
      XA(1)2+YA(1)2+ZA(1)2=XA(2)'2+Y.(2)2+ZA(2)2 (1}
      XB(1)2+YB(1)2+ZB(1)2---•XB(2)2+YB(2}'2+ZB(2)2 (2)
      XA(1)XB(l)+YA(l)YB(1)+ZA(1)ZB(1)=
            XA(2)XB(2)+YA(2)YB(2)+ZA(2)ZB(2) (3)
By deleting ZA<2) and ZB(2) and rearrsnging (3), we have the
fol1owing•equations for ZA(1) and ZB(1).
      PZA(1)2--2QZA(1)ZB(1)+RZB(1)2=RP•-Q2 (4)
   where
      P=XB(2)'2+YB(2)2-XB(1)2-Y.(1)2 (5)
      Q=XA(2)XB(2)+YA(2)YB(2)-XA(1)XB(1)-YA(1)YB(!> (6)
      R=XA(2)'2+YA(2)2-XA(l)2-YA(1)2 (7)
The equation (4) represents a curve of second order with its
center at the origin on the ZA(1)-ZB(l) plane. This gives only a
relation between ZA(1) and ZB(1). Next, we examine another
relation 'between the first and third frames and obtain the
fo11owing equations.
      SZA(1)2-2TZA(1)ZB{1)+UZB(1)2=US-T2 (8)
   where
      S=XB(3)2+YB(3)2-XB(1)2-YB(1)2 (9}
      T=XA(3)XB(3)+YA(3)YB(3)-XA(1)XB(1)-YA(1)YB(1) (1O)
      U=XA(3)'2+YA(3)2-XA(1)2-YA(1)2 (11)
     Theni (ZA(1)jZB(1)) is given as the cross points of the
curves (4) and (8). Thus, two sets of the solutions are
obtained, and we can determine which of thein specifies the
z-coordinates of the vertices by utilizing the labels of edges.
The procedure is given in.Appendix I.
     The z-coordinates obtained by the above method sometime
have large errors, because the errors in finding the locations
of the junctions in the images are magnified in the
reconstruetion process. Especially when the object moves in
such a way that the shape of the triangle OAB changes little,
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the solutions are unreliable and, moreover, they may not have
real values. In order to obtain imore reliable solutions, we
analyze the transitions of non-eoplaner four points on the
object instead of the three points, and examine the
reliabilities of the solutions. We utilize all the possible
combinations of frames in which these four points are visible,
and discard the solutionS of which reliability indices are less
than a threshold. The other solutions multiplied with the
weights proportional to the reliabilty indices are averaged to
obtain reliable z.coordinates of these points. The detailed
procedure is shown in Appendix I. The z-coordinates of the
vertices Lin the later frames are easily obtained by (2) and (3).
    The method is applied to the image sequence of Fig.2.1, and
reasonable solut,ions'are obtained for most vertices. However we
eannot obtain solutions of some junctions, because the
reliabilities of the solutions are too low or there exist less
than two frames in which the points are •, visible. We try to
evaluate the z-eoordinates of these points by utilizing the 3-D
parameters of other vertices on the same object. For example,
the z-coordinate of Q in Fig.4.2 is not obtained at first since
the number of frames available is too small (3 frames,
(a),(b),(c) in Fig.2.1) and the reliabilities of the solutions
are low. However. the z-coordina•tes of U, V, R, and ,S are
reliablly obtained. Therefore, we can determine the parameters
of the plane UVRS. By using the Constraints that the length of
QV and the angle between QV and the plane are constant in each
frame, we can calculate the z--coordinate of Q. SimilarlY, the
orientatiOn of lines SW and RZ are determined.
    In this way, we utilize the spatio-temporal information in
the image sequence to precisely evaluate the 3-D parameters of
the models. Fig.4.2 shows the 3rD coordinates (relative to the
temporal origin on each object) of junctions in the first frame
in Fig.2.1 by this method.

4.2 "EASURE"E"r OF l"rERSRA"E. ROrArle"AL Ce"Pe"E"rS
    This section describes how the rotational components of the
interframe movements are decided from the 3-D models in the
suecessive frames. Fig.4.3 displays an example of block's
inovement..We consider that the object rotates around an axis
through a temporal origin O (we can set it at any position on
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 between frames, ,and their sizes are proportional td the
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the object) after'the traslation from ei in one frame to.02 in
another frame as.shown in Fig.4.3. Solid.Iines and broken lines
represent the translational motion vector and the rotational
ene, respectively. Fig.4.4 helps to understand the method for
evaluating the orientation of the rotat-ion axis. The plane
OAiBi. rotates around an axis L through O and comes to OA2B2. The
points Ai,A2 (Bi,B2) are on a cirele with•its center at OA (OB)
on the axis e. Note that AiA2 and BiB•2 are perpendieular to.e.
Since the 3-D models specify the locationS of these points, the
orientatibn of L is easily determined. If there are more visible
vertices on the object, we use the least mean squares method to
evaluate the orientation. The rotation angle.AiOAA•2 is also
computed by using the equation of L.
     Table 4.1 gives the rotational movements, the orientations
of the rotational axes and the rotationalL, angles, of each,object
between the consecutive frames. Fig.4.5 shows how the
orientatiOn of the rotational axis of each ,object changes
through the image sequence. The orientation of each interval of
frames is shown as a small circles (the size of the circle is
proportional to the rotational angle) on a helltisphere. Note
that the rotatiOn axis: of OBJECT 1 orients to an almost same
direction through.the whole sequenee while those of OBJECT 2 and
OBJECT 3 considerably change in the orientations.

UNDERSTANDINe e7• 3D MOTIONS
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                5. UNDERSTANDING OF 3-D MOTIONS

    The final geal of our system is to understand the object's
3-D motions from the 2-D image sequence. We consider that the
understanding of motion is not to describe a record of the
interframe changes but to interpret them into a simple and
natural representation through multiple frames. We first
introduce,/a hirarchical representation to describe a complex
coincidental motion using the descriptions of interframe
movements. Next, we consider a reasonable representation of
motions on a plane and then extend it to the 3-D eases. Finally,
consistent property of iilotion are used to.represent the motions
of each object simply and naturally.

5.1 "IERARC"/CAL REPRESE"rArle" FOR ARrlCULArED MOrla"S
    Since we can reconstruct 3-D geometry of each object and
evaluate its interfraine movements•, we can describe the motion
with a sequence of these interframe movements•. This type of
descriptions, however, are not useful for the complex motions.
Suppose that a computer visioru system: sees a man walking and
describes the motion of his hands in this manner. Since the
motion is measured and described in the carnera's coordinate
system, the representation is complex and it gives us little
information. We, human beings, describe the motion in a compact
yet informative form sueh that a Walking man swings his hands.
In this case, neither the global nor viewer's coordinate systems
are used, and a coordinate system fixed to a moving object is
adopted instead. We will apply this type of representaion to our
problem. Note that the representation is meaningful when we
obtain also a good representaion of the motion of the coordinate
system. In other words, we need not only the finding of a
suitable coordinate system for a simple representaion of the
object's Motion but also the good representation of the motion
of another object to which the coordinate• system is fixed.
    Here, we consider the simlicity of the motion representation
as follows. If the properties of the motion are constant in a
considerably long period, it can be described in a small number
of terms. Therefore, the constancy of the two components of the
motion, a translation and a rotation, is highly desirable for

                                     UNDERSTANDTNG O? 3D MOTIONS
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the simple representation. We•select two ineasures for evaluating
the goodness ef the representation; invarience of the
orientation of the rotation vector and the translation vector.
We w'ill show the invar•ience of,the orientation is very useful
for finding the suitable coordinate system. The constancy of
the translation is discussed in the next chapter.
    If a group of objects show a.'coincidental joint motion such
that a block is rotating around an axis fixed to another
translating and rotatig block as shown in Fig.2.1, the motion of
the former is more complex than that of the latter. We could
obtain a better motion representation, a hierarchical
representation, than individuali motion descriptions in the
viewer's coordinate system.
    In order to analyze the motion of the group, we could use
the descriptions of spatial relations betweeni objects; for
example, supported-by or touched--with. Instead, we utilize the
hypothesize-and-test proeedure, a cormion strategy used in AI
researches, based on the information of the inovell!ents. We find
objects bf which axis of rotation do not change in the
orientatiOns as candidates for main bodies of the coincidental
joint motions. Next, the hypothesis that another object is a
subpart of the jo' intly mOving groups is tested; if the relative
motion of.the object to a candidate is simple, in the sense that
the orientation of the rotational axis is constant then these                                                    '
two objects are considered as moving together.
     Froml Fig.4.5, we can easily select OBJECT 1 as the
candidatet.' of the main body because the orientation of its
rotational axis iS almost constant. Since OBJECT2'and OBJECT 3
may be the subparts, the System describes its motion relative to
the main body and examines the constancy of its motion in the
image sequence. In order to detect the relative motion of
OBJECT2 and OBJECT 3 to the main body, the system rearranges its
orientatibns. Here, the system transform the coordinate system
of scenesrin Fig.2.1 (b),(c),...,(h) in such a way that the main
body did not rotate from the position in Fig.2.1(a). Fig.5.1 (a)
and (b) show the Orientations of the rotational axis of OBJECT2
and OBJECT 3 viewed from OBJECT 1. These figures imply that
their motions relative to.the main body are simple rotations
around the invarient axis. Thus, the coincidental motion is
describedjin a hierarchical form as shown in Fig.5.2, which is

                                     UNDERSTANDINe OR 3D MOTIONS
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similar as the motion description by human beings.

5.2 MerlO" nESCRIPrER AAfa CO"SISrE"r PROPERrY
    In this section, we find the simple and natural
representations of the motions, particulary about the tranlation
using consistent properties of the metions.

5.2.1.REPRESE"rArlaAf 'OF 2-D MarJO"S
      At first we consider how 2rD movements between' frames are
represented. Fig.5.3 shows a simple example of the 2-D motioRs;
a line segment AB moves from AiBi to A2B2 between the first and
second frames. If the vector AiBi.' equals to A2BL,,•there exists a
pure translation as shown in Fig.5.3 (a). Otherwise, we can
decompose the movement into a rotation and a•translation, For
the sake of convenience, we consider that the segment AB
translate$ after the rotation as shown in Fig.5.3 (b).
     The rotation angle is uniquely determined .as the angle
between AiBi and A2B.2. The translation, however, is not unique
but depends on the location of the center of rotation which we
can set at any location as shown in Fig.5.3 (b) and (c). It
seems reasonable to select the simplest description such that
the ]nagnitude of the translatibn is minimum. We can make the
translatibn zero (the proof is easy), and the center of rotation
is uniquely determined as shown in Fig.5.3 (d). Thus, the 2-D
movement between two frames is represented by either a pure
rotation or a pure translation. .
      Next, we examine whether •the above representation is
applicable to motions through multiple frames. Fig.5.4 shows a
motion of a line AB on a plane through three frames. AiBi,A2B2
and A:sB:s represent the loeatiens of AB in:the first, second and
third frames, respectively. If we apply the interframe
representation first to the movement between the first and the
second frames, and then to the second and the thtird frames, the
eenter ofirotation suddenly jumps from Ci2 to C2:s at the seeond
frame, and this representation is unnatural. It seems more
natural that the translation of the center of rotation has a
consistent property through three views. The simplest consistent
property is that the velocity is constant, and we can select the
location of the center at the first frame such that it moves at
a constant velocity from the first to the third frames by the
                                                              '
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method described in later. Oi, 02 and O:i in Fig.5.4 shew the
locationslof the center of rotation determined by this method.
Thus, we have a natural representation of the movements through
three views that the line segment rotates•. around a point, while
the point.'moves at a constant linear velocity.
     Let us study how we can seleet a reasonable representation
of movements through n views. Let A(I] and e(t] be 2-D veetors
which represent the locations of point A and the eenter of
rotation O in the ith frame. Let L(IJ=col(Lx(i),Ly(i)) be the
traslation vector from the ith to (i+1)th frames.
    We have the following equations of mapping A and Orin :the
ith frame to those in the (i+1)th frame.
    A(1.lj = r(I](A(i) - e(I)1 . 0(l) " L"j (12)
    O(/"12=O(lj.L(1] (13)where     '        r(i•-(g?.figx.l d:6gs`,l•l)

From (12)iand (13), we have
                                   1-1    A""1) -- r"2A(IJ . (/ - r(12Y(.;.;,L(K] " O(1]2 " L(11                                                           (14).

    Thus, there are 2(n-1) equations and 2n unknown variables
(two variables of O(1] and 2(n--1) variables of L(1]). We ean
therefore seleCt additional. two relatiOns between the unknown
variables such that the motion description has a consistent
property.
     When the number of frames is three there exist four                                             '
mapping equationS against six unknowns; the translational
,components Lx(1),Ly(1),Lx(2),Ly(2) and x,y-coordinates.of the
center of rotation. Then we adopt next twe additional relations,

       Lv(1) =Lt(2) (15)       Lu(1)=Ly(2) (16)which represent the constaney of.the velocity, and the solution
of (14),(15) and (16) gives the parameters• of the
representation.
    Now we consider another example, the motion•reconstruction
from four views. In this case, there are eight unknown
variablesi; Ox(1), Oy(1), Lx(1), Ly(1), Lx(2), Ly(2), Lx(3) and
Ly(3). There are two alternatives to make the representation
reasonable as shown in Fig.5.5. If we use the following two
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relations betweenithe unknown variables
        Lx{3)-Lx(2)=Lx(2)-Lx(1) (17)
        Ly(3)--Ly(2)=Ly(2)-Ly(1) (18)
then the acceleration of the translation is constant. (Fig.5.5
(a))

Instead       '
        Ly(2)=(Ly(1)/Lx(1))'Lx<2) (19)
        Ly(3>=(Ly(1)/Lx{1))'Lx(3). (20)
are used, then the direction of the translation is constant.
(Fig.5.5 (b)) We need to use other knowledge on the object's
motion to judge which representation is more adequate.

5.2.2 RECeNSrRUCriOhf eF 3-D MerlO"S
    Now, let us consider a method for reconstructing 3-D motions
from a 2-D sequence of a limited number of frames. We assume
that the orientation of the rotational axis and the rotational
angle are given by the method described in the chapter 4. The
representation of 3-D motion is very similar as that of 2-D
motion; the translation is not unique but depends on the
location of the rotational axis. We, therefore, find reasonable
representations based on the method described in the previous
section.
    Since we reconstruct 3-D rnotions from a 2-D image sequence,
the reconstructed,motions depend not only,on the number of views
but also on the projection type used. The 3-D models
reconstrueted from the orthogonal,projections do not give any
information about the translation in depth, while the locations
and orientations of the objeet to the viewer are avialable from
the sequence of the central projections if the scale factor is
knewn.
     Another problem arises, in the case. of more than three
views, that the orientation of the rotational axis in some cases
changes. In the previous section, the computer construet the
hierarchical representation of the moving objects, and such
motions are reduced to the combination of the simple rotations.
The following analysis assumes the invarience of the
orientatiOn.

MOTION RECONSTRUCTION FROM CENTRAL PROJECTIONS
    This sectioni discusses the problem of the 3-D ,motion
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reconstruction from a sequence of the eentral projections of the
scene. We advance the discussion by assuming that the scale
factor is known; the positions and orientations of the object to
the viewer in aH frames are known.
t17 FROM' TJVO YIEYS : A movement between two frames is
decomposed into one rotation and one translation, and the
translation is not unique but depends on the position of the
rotation axis. We can ,uniquely determine the translation if
other constraints are introduced..
    Now we analyze the 3-D inovements in the scene by extending
the method developed for the 2-D motion representation. Since
the object rotates around an axis of which orientation is
already known, we transform the xyz-coordinate system to the
XYZ-coordinate system whose Z-axis is parallel to the rotation
axis. By this transformation, the rotation around the axis in
the xyz-space (Fig.5.6 (a)) is reduced to the rotation around a
point O on the X-Y plane as shown in Fig.5.6(b), and the
movement along the Z-axis.consists of a pure translation.
    For the given two fraines, there.are five unknowns;
trans1ationa1 components,(Lx(1),Ly(1),Lz(1)) and (Ox(1),Oy(1)),
the position of the rotational axis. Lz(1)• is uniquely
determined from the 3-D models of the first and second frames                                                               '
because the locatioR of the rotational axis does not change it.
Thus, four unknowns are left like the ease of 2-D motion. We
can uniquely determine (Ox(1),Oy(1)) by adding two relations
that Lx(l) and Ly(1) are zero. This representation is
meaningful because it is very simple and natural. Thus, the 3-D
movements, between two frames are represented by a rotation
around a certain axis and a translation parallel to this axis.
tZi.7 FReM'MUL:TIPLE VIEWS :' Let us study how we can select a
reasonable representation of 3--D lliotions when the nu]nber of
views increases. ,Generally speaking, we have 3(n-1) linear
equations. which map points in the first frame onto the second,
third,... and nth frames if n fraines are given. There are
3(n-1)+2 unknowns; two unknowns specifying the location of the
rotational axis at the first frame and 3(n-1) unknowns of
translations between consecutive two fraines. We consider the
relations between them in the above--mentioned O-XYZ coordinate
system. We can eliminate (n-!) unknowns, because Lz(i)
(i=l,..n-1) are uniquely determined by the transformation.
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Thereforey (n-1) linear equations about the translation along
Z-axis are not needed. The result is similar to the 2-D motion:
there exist 2n unknowns and 2(n-1) linear equations, and we can
use additional two relations between the unknowns to make the
motion description have aiconsistent property.
    Now we consider an example, the motion reconstruction from
three views. In this case, there, are six unknowns;
<Lx(1),Ly(1)), (Lx(2),Ly(2)), the translational components on
the X-Y plane, and (Ox(1),Oy(1)), the 1ocation of the rotational
axis in the first fraineL If we use the following two relations
between the unknown variables
        Lx(2)=(Lz(1)/Lz(2))*Lx(1) (21)
        Ly<2)=(Lz(1}/Lz(2))*Ly(1) (22)
then the direction of the translation is constant. If the
translation along the Z-axis is constant through the three
frames then      '        Lx(2)=Lx(1) (23)        Ly(2)=Ly(1) (24)and the translation is constant through the sequence.

MOTION RECONSTRUCTION FROM ORTHOGONAL PROJECTIONS
    Now, let us consider how the computer,can represent the 3-D
motions given a, certain number of images of the orthogonal
projections. Since the projection type is orthogonal, the
z-components of the object moveinents are not detectable. Let us
regard these components as being zero and proceed,the analysis.
We c'an, .thus, determine the X,Y coordinates of points on the
object and obtain a representation of the interframe movements.
The introduced assumption, no movement inidepth, results in some
strangeness in the description of motion, but it resembles
unnatural, perception we know by experience. ,If we imagine
observing a person running to the direction in depth at a long
distance .through a telescope, the image is an almost orthogonal
projection of the scene and our perception would be that he does
not make any approach to us although he actualy does.
    Let (x(i),y(i)) be the location of the projection of a point
on the object to the ith image. The X,Y,Z coordinates of the
point are determined as

UNDERSTANDIATC OR 3DMOTiONS
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     (l[1. i)-p(l[II ]). (2s)
where P is the transformation matrix from the e-xyz coordinate
system to the O-XYZ coordinate system. Let O(/2 be a vector
representing the location of the rotational axis in the X-Y
plane at the ith frame, and L(/1 be a displacement vector,of the
temporal origin on the object. We have the following very
similar equations to those for 2--D motions.
(ilf[I.Iii l)s r")(ii[ll) " "-r""(j[.il.ilL(K] " o(i)J . L") (26)

If n frames are given, we have 2(n-1) equations and 2(n-1)+2
unknowns; translational eomponents ( Lx(i),Ly(i) ) and the X,Y
coordinates of the rotational axis at the first frame. In a
similar way to the 2--D case, we use additional two constraints
of the unknowns. The equations (15) and (16) which constrain
the velocity to be constant in three views are used again. Thus
we have a representation that objeet rotates around the axis
which moves at a eonstant velocity as shown in Fig.5.7.
     When more than three.views are given, more general property
is considered.

5.2.3 MerlO" REPRESENrArlO" Wlrht Ce"SIrE"r PROPERrY
     From above'discussioRs we can see that the more frames are                           '
given, the reconstructed.motion is more general and not simple.
Therefore, we consider that the constant velocity in three
frames is the most fundamental property for the simple
representation of motion. That is, when more than three. views
are given, the imovements in all consecutive three frames are
described.by the constant linear veloeity. If the translational
components are almost same, the motion through the whole views
is a rotation and a translation of the constant velocity. If
there exists a considerable change in a linear velocity, we
proceed to analyze them and represent in a more general motion
description such as a constant acceleration. Thus, we utilize
the hypotesize-and test procedure and segment the image sequence
into several parts which have different consistent properties of
motion each other.
    Let us show an example applied to the scene. as shown in
Fig.5.8. In this figure, a rotating object .moves from the
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upper-left to the right direction and it suddenly changes the
direction of its motion to the lower-right at the center of
picture as if it falls from a cliff. At first the inovement in
ali consecutive three frames <(a,b,c), (b,c,d), ...,(j,k,1) in
Fig.5.8) are described by a constant linear velocity. Small
triangles indicate the position of the center of rotation at the
first frame in each set of consecutive three frame, and the x-y
components of the translation are displayed in Fig5.9 (a). Both
figures tell us that the components of the ttanslation is
increasing after the frame (e) and we can predict that the class
of its motion changed from the eonstant velocity to a constant
acce1eration.
    Then, using the equations (14),(17)iand (18), the computer
describe the movement in those consecutive four frames after the
frame (e) in Fig.5.8, in the form of a constant acceleration. In
this figure, small rectangles indicate the center of rotation at
the first frame in each set of consecutive four frames and
Fig.5.9 <b) shows the x-y components of the aeceleration
estimated. From these, we can see that the property of constant
acceleration is satisfied in those frames after the frame (e)
and the motion of the object in Fig.5.8 is segmented into two
parts the constant linear velocity (a) to (f) and the constant
acceleration (g) to (l}, respectively.

5.3 EXIPERIMEMrAL RESULrS
    In this seetioR, we show the results which are obtained by
applying the methods described in the previous section to our
scenes.

5.3.1 Merie" REPRESENrArlONS OF MAI" BOnr'ANO SUBPARrS 1
    In the section 5.1, the system segmented the coincidental
moving objects into the main body (OBJECT l) and two subparts
(OBJECT 2 and OBJECT 3) using the constancy of the orientation
of the rotational,axes. Here, we shew the results applied the
abiove-mentioned method to each object.
    We, at first, represent the motion of the main body. The
movement ,in all consecutive three frames in Fig.2.! are
described. by the constant linear velocity. Table 5.1 shows the
parameters of this description. The location of the rotational
axis (OX,OY)' is represented in the O-XYZ coordinate system

                                    UNDERSTANDIATG Oe 3D MOTIONS
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interframe (Lx,Ly) (ox,oy)
(a)-o(c)
(b)-.(d)
(c)-.(e)
(d)-.(f)
(e)-.(g)
(f)-.(h).

(8.5,O:4)(8.3,O;3){7.6,-e,5)

(8.9,-1.2)
(9.8,-2Ll)
(7.i,L8)

(48.4,28.5)(45.2,23.2)(43.5,22.7)

(49.3,24.5)(43.9,21.5)(42.6,22.9)

Tab1e
  of

 5.1 Parameters of
rotatiOnal axis ef

trans1ationa1
OBJECT 1.

components and the position
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relative to the rnain body at the first frame and the x-y
components of the tranSlation are represented on the image
plane. From this table, we can see that OBJECT 1 (the main body)
rotates to right around an axis through its top surface and
tranlates to rightward.
    Next, let us consider to represent the metion of subparts.
In the case of subparts, the computer has to consider the
consistent property of their motions relative to the main body.
To simplify the parameters of the motion of a subpart, we
transform the O-xyz coordinate system (its x-y plane is same as
the image plane),to the O-XYZ coordinate system whose Z-axis is
parallel to the rotational axis of a subpart at the first frame.
The following parameters are considerd to represent the motion
of the subpart asishown in Fig.5.10.
 Zi : the distance in the direction of Z-axis between the main
body and the subpart.
 OX,OY : the coordinates of the rotational axis of the subpart.
 Lx(i),Ly(i),Lz(iP : the translational components of the subpart
relative to the main body,from the i-th frame to the (i+1)-th
frame. Although the number of traRslational components of main
body is two, that of subparts is three because each component of
the translation affects the position of the subpart on the image
plane by the rotation of the main body.
    Thus, there are 2(n-1) mapping equations against 3n unknowns
(Zi,OX,OY and 3(n-1) translational components Lx(i),Ly(i) Lz(i))
if n frames are given. We c'an, ,therefore, select additional
(n+2) relations between the unknowns.
 [case A] When the number of frames is two, there exist two
mapping equations against six unknowns. Then we adopt next four
re1ations,

     Zi=Ci <Ci:constant) (27)
     Lx(le = Ly(1) = Lz(1) =O (28),(29),(3o)
which represent the motion of subpart by only a rotation at a
certain fixed position to the main body.
 [case B].If three frames are given, there exist four mapping
equations against nine unknowns. Then, we adopt next five
relations among the unknowns,

     Zi =•C2 (C2 :constant) (31)
     Lx(ID= IJx(2) (32)
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     I.,z(1D=Lz(2) :O (34)
whieh represent the translation of the subpart by the constant
linear velocity .on the plaRe perpendicular to the rotational
axis of the subpart and no translation in the direction of this
axis. We can often see such a motion in.some arms of a certain
industrial rebot.
 [case C],When the number of the frames is four, there exist six
mapping equations against twelve unknowns. Then, we use
following six relations,

     Lx(lb=Lx(2)=Lx(3) (35)     Ly(IP=Ly(2)=Ly(3) (36)     Lz(1"=Lz(2)=Lz(3) (37)
which represent the constancy of the veloeity.
    Though, in the case of articulated motions, subparts. which
is often called "arms" are considered to move such a way that
explaned in the case B, we use the constancy of the translation
to the main body (case C),since the system use it,in the.case of
the main body. Then, the computer calculates each parameter
against al1 consecutive four frames ((a,b,c,d), <b,e,d,e),
...,(e,f,g,h) in Fig.2.1). From these calculations, we can see
that the all components of the translation are almost zeros and
that each,subpart is nearly touehing with•the main body and the
rotational axes of the two subparts (OBJECT2 and OBJECT3) are
altnost saMe.
    As a final result, the system'obt.ains enough information to
interpret, the dynamic scene, shown in Fig.2.1 into the
description that OBJECT 1 turns right with OBJECT 2 and .OBJECT
3, and OBJECT 2 revolves up at one side of OBJECT 1, OBJECT 3
revolves down at the opposite side as shown in Fig.5.11.

S.3.2 SEGME"rArlall OF IMAGE SEaUENCE 'BY MOr/O"
    In the case of the scene as shown in Fig.2.1, the constancy
of the translation is satisfied through the whole frames.
Generally speaking, however, moving objects do not always keep
their consistent motion,
 but often change,the properties of their,motions. Here, we show
an example of segmenting image sequence by the consisteney of
the motion. Fig.5.12 shows the input im,age seqllence in which the
three inoving objects are moving jointly as if a man waiks and
turns the corner with his arms swinging. In this case, the 3-D
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geometries of OBJECT 1 and OBJECT 2 are obtained by the method
described. in the section 4.1, but that of OBJECT 3 cannot be
obtained because the visible part of OBJECT 3 is too small.
Thereforey only OBJECT 2 is a subpart of the main body (OBJECT
1).

    Fig.5.13 and l4 show the results of the applicatien of the
representation with constant velocity of the main body to every
three consecutive frames. In Fig.5.13, the coordinates of the
rotational axis in the first frame of the three consecutive
frames are shown in the transformed coordinate system• whose
Z-axis is parallel to the rotational. axis. Also, x and y
components of the evaluated constant linear veloeity in every
three frames are represented in Fig.5.14 on the coordinate
system of the image plane. Both figures tell that those
consecutive three frames,including (lls) and (n) in Fig.5.12 have
different values from other combinations of consecutive three
frames.
     Since those frames before frame (m) and after frame (n) can
be simply represented by -the constant linear velocity, the
computer does not apply more general property but interptets it
as a considerable change from (m) to (n) and segments the image
squence into two parts; from (a) to (m) and from (n) to (z).
     As a result, the Computer,understands and represents the
dynamic scene into simple and natural descriptions of the motion
similar to what a.human would percieve from the given input.

UIVDERSTANDING OF 3D MOTIONS
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                         6. D1SCUSSION

6.1 PReBLEMS 1" EACH 'P/VASE
    The described scheme of understanding the 3-D motions in the
image, sequeRce consists of three phases; the analysis of changes
in structure of the line images, the reconstruction of 3-D
geometry of eaeh object, and the motion representation. We do
not provide the seheme wiEth eapability of communicating each
other. In order to analyze raw image data instead of the noise
free line images we used, facilities like the blackboard are
useful, because we need to integrate spatio-temporal infotmation
obtained from a number of subsystems. Even for the noise free
line images, the communication between the first and second
phases would be useful, beeause the information of the 3-D
parameters could eonsiderably help the objectb matching process.
    The object-to-object matching method uses heuristics whieh
cannot guarantee the matching'is always correct, and further
studies are needed.
    The experiments of reconstruction of 3-D geometry assume
that the errors in finding the loeations of the junetions in the
input images are very small (less than a half pixel size).
Although the experimental results are satisfaetory, we need
further theoret.ical and experiemtal•' studies because the
locat•ions of the g'unctionS in the line drawings extraeted from
the raw image data have much larger errors. Particularly, in
describing the motion of subparts} paramemters of,their motions
cannot be correctly obtained unless the motion of their main
body can be descr•ibed exactly. ,
    In this paper, we utilize the consistency,"of the translation
vectors and ,the constancy of the direction of the rotation
vectors as measures for the goodness of representation.
Therefore, we cannot deal with other classes ef motions such as
periodic motions. Methods for representing a• more wide ctlass of
motians should be developed.

S.2 FUrURE RESEARC"
    There are two methods which project a 3-D scene onto the 2-D
image plane. One iis the central projection and the other is the
orthogonal projection. The former is a real projection through a
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camera lens and the reconstruction process of 3-D geometry from
2-D images by this project•ion is more complex than the latter
because the computer has .to solve non--linear equations. The
latter is an approximate projection of a real scene at,a long
distance .through. a telescope and it cannot detect the
translation in the depth direction. We can, however,•easily
understand a 3-D wor}d from images by the orthogonal projection
and the reconstruction process of 3-D geonietry is simple, that
is, the computer Only solve the quadratieal equat,ions.
    We, human beings, seem to use these two projeetions well ;
Our brains have. 3-D models for individual objects iby the
orthogonal projections and we perceive the spatial locations of
objects by changing• a scale facter oit the retinal image. In
order for a eomputer to understand 3-D motions of object
including translations in the depth direction, a new method can
be considered that aBalyzes 2-D images by iassuming the
orthogonal projections locally and the central projections
globaHy, instead of using only the central projections.
    To develop such a inethod, we first have to investigate the
relation between• the errors in the solutions of•3-D geometries
for the objects obtained by assuming the orthogonal projections
and theit motions (particularlyitheir translation in the depth
direction). This problem seeins us•interesting and relevant to
human perception• of both the spatial locations and the motioRs
of objects in a 3-D world.
    We have dealt:with line drawings because of the following
two reasons. One is that we want toiavoid such a low-level
processing as a feature extraction from gray level images, which
is very time--comsuming and does not guarantee desirable results.
The other is that we think that only line drawings can represent
physi'cal properties of objects: such as surface orientations,
space curve, relations between objects and so on. For example,
let us watch the line drawings.,as shown in Fig.6.1 ; a little
girl in the popular cartoon "Dr. SLUMP ARALE-chan". Each part of
this drawing represents. the shape of each part of her style,
wel}.• For example, shapes,of helinet, her face and fingersi folds
of her mantle and so on.
    Then, we consider to extend our method in this paper to rnore
general dynamic line drawings such as animated cartoons as shown
Fig.6.1. To do this, we have to study the following matters ;

UNDgRSTAIVDINe OF 3D MOTIONS
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how a computer can assign physical meanings to each part of line
drawings and take a correspondence of them between dynamic line
images, how the cbmputer can reconstruct the 3-D geometries of
objects froin mul,tiple images, and what k•inds of eonstraints can
carry out these matters through the time-varying iinages.' Those
problems seem relevant deeply to our understanding of general
line drawings and iinplicit' skills of drawers of animated
cartoons and painters.

UNDgRSTANDTNG OF 3DMOT1ONS
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                         7. coNcLusloNs

   We describe an image unders•tanding scheme which can find a
good •'representation of the dynamic blocks world given a
two-d'imenSional line image sequence.
   In the first phase, a •labeling scheme and an object-torobject
matching tnethod are applied to the dynamic line images in order
to segment them into individual blocks and to f,ind
correspondences of their vertices between frames. The feature of
this' scheme is that unlike the usual methods which use
two-d'imenSional pattern matching techniques such as the
correlatiOn of intensity distribution, the system interprets the
structural changes of line drawings as object motions in a
trihedarl world by using a junction transition table and
eontextural information between eonseeut•ive frames. They are
very useful to analyze a complex scenes containing accidental
alignments of a vertex to an edge,which are inhibited in the
static image analysis.
    In the second phase, the shape rigidness property of three
vertices on aiblock is used to evaluate geometrical parameters
such as orientations and edge lengths. The advantage of our
method over usual ones results from utilizationb• of knowledge
about the scene{, the model of each block obtained in the
previous phase, and from statistical evaluatieni of solutions
from all possible combinations of three verticeS; the solution
whose reliabilitY indeces are less than,a threshold are
disearded and the remains are averaged to obtain reliable
solutions. As a result, relative errors of estimated edge length
are less than 5 percents and interframe rotational components
are precisely obtained.
    In the third Phase, consistent properties of motion are
hypot.hesized and verified in order to analyze the coineidental
motians and to find a simple and natural representation of
motion. In the analysis of coineidental motions, an obJ'ect whose
rotational axis does not change in the orientation is considered
as the main bodyl: of a jointly moying group and the movements of
other objects are tested Whether they can be .interpreted as the
subparts of the group.,: Thus, the system: can eonstruct the
hierarchical .representation of jointly moving object$, and
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interpret the viisual cOmplex inotions •'of subparts as simple
movements to the Main body.
    In the description of the interframe movements, the
translatiOn cannot be uniquely determined but depends on the
position of rotational axis while• the orientation of the
rotational axis and the rotational angle are uniquely
determined. That is, we can set the rotational axis at a eertain
place so that the translation has the consistent property
through mqltiple ,f. rames, such as a constant velocity, a constant
acceleratLion and so en. Then, the system Use hypothesis-and-test
proeedure for finding consistent properties through multiple
frames; if a property 'ieannot satisfied in many frames; other
properties are applied. And the iinage sequence is.segmented into
several parts which have diffetent consistent properties each
other.
    Thus, the system segmented the dynamic scene into simple and
natural representations similar to what a human would perceive
from the given input.'
    AlthoUgh the trihedral world seems us a very restricted
domain, we can use most of the proposed ideas for analyzing real
dynamie sCenes. The methods used in the second and third phases
do not require the objects are blocks and, therefore, are
applicable to all rigid mOtions if the correspondences of points
on surfaces of the objects are found.
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   APPEuaIX PRECISE ESr/MArlO".; eF 7-CeORDINArES eF VERrlCES

    Suppose that a line drawing is labeled as shown in Fig.A,
and we evaluate the z-coordinate of each point from four points
O,A,B,C in m>3 views. At first. the first three frames are
used. We independently analyze the transitions of two triangles
OAB and OBC, and evaluate the z-coordinate of each point by
using (4)-(11). Thus, the following solution pairs are obtained
(they are arranged in such a way that both ZB-oAB and ,ZB-oB(;
are positive).
  (ZB-OAB,ZA>, (-ZB-OAB,-ZA), (ZB-OB(:,Z(:), (-ZB-OB(:,-Z(])
where ZB-oAB and ZB-oBc are the z-coordinates of the point B
obtained frorn OAB and OBC, respecitively.
   Next the reliabilities of the solutions are examined. We       '
consider that if the so}utioRs are unreliable, the probability
that ZB-oAB and ZB-oB(: are almost same is very small.
Therefore, we use the following reliabi1ity index
    R(ZB)'= 1 - IZB-.oAB - ZB-oBcl/C,
where C is a positive constant.
If R(ZB) is less than a predetermined threshold Crr, then we
discard the solution and evaluate the z-coordinates by using a
different triplet of the Views.
   If R<ZB) is larger than C•r, ZB is otained asTthe average of
two solutions or             '
    ZB = (ZB-oAB + ZB-oB(:)/2.
We r'earrange the solution pairs and ,obtain ,the following
triplets
     (ZA,iZB, Z(;), (-ZA, -ZB, '-ZC)
as the two sets of solutiOns.
The plane OAB is represented by
    ax + by +.z=O for ( ZA, ZB, Z(:)
   -ax - by +z=O for (-ZA,-ZB,-Z{:),
where a = (ZBYA - ZAYB) / (XAYB - XBYA)
          b = (ZAXB - ZBXA) / (XAYB - XBYA).
Since the edge•OB is labeled with a +, we have the following
inequa1ities
     aX(; + bY(; + Zc <O for ( ZA, ZB, Z(:)
    -aX(: . bY(: + Zc <O for (-ZA,-ZB,-Zc).
One of the triplets satisfying the above relation is selected•as
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the true solution. Thus, we obtain the reliable parameters/in
the first frame from the three views.
   Since there exist rri views, we have rn-iC2 triplets of views to
evaluate the parameters, and their solutions are obtained by
applying a similar but simpler precedure. (The true solution is
easily selected from the Solution pairs as those having the same
sign as ZB obtained already.) The solutions judged as reliable
are multiplied with a weight w which is a linear function of the
reliability index, and then they are averaged •to obtain the
final evaluation of ZA, ZB, and Zc. We us'e Cs=50, C•r=O.9 and
w=R(z)-O.88 for the experiments described in this paper.

                                    A

c

Fig.A A junction used for reconstruction process.
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